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This lecture is about Business
Technology, its importance, and insights
into various Career Opportunities. Here,
Business Technology is explained by
making use of the case study of the
solution we have built for detection and
monitoring for Obstructive Sleep Apnea
(OSA). OSA is an unhealthy condition in
which breathing stops involuntarily for
brief periods of time during sleep.
Prolonged OSA leads to major health
complications that show up as we age.
During the process of discussing the OSA
solution various technical and business
aspects of the solution are brought out.
The lecture ends with insights into
various technical career opportunities, a
high-level matrix of the Tech-Industry
Career with Orientation that can be
useful in preparing for the career of
choice.

BUSINESS  TECHNOLOGY  &

CAREER  OPPORTUNITIES

FACULTY  DEVELOPMENT

 PROGRAM  ON  PYTHON Day 1 This session was by Mr. Amey
Karkare
 Introduction & Basics of Python
Programming, Basic Data Types, Strings
 Decision Statements, Control
Statements, Loops
Day 2 Functions, Recursion Lists, Tuples,
Dictionaries, and Sets

Day 3 Exception handling, File Handling
Modules and Packages, Popular packages
like NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, NLTK

Day 4 Object-oriented programming in
Python Machine Learning with Python

Day 5 Industry Perspective of Python and
Applications



COMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR CLOUD APPLICATIONS

LECTURE  ON  RESEARCH  ISSUES

Well-known hygiene factor for every university to place on high priority is
researchbecause it serves as a tool for building knowledge and efficient
learning beyond theclassroom as well as a means to understand various
issues. The most influentialand common purposes of research are
exploration, description, explanation andto come up with a conclusion for
social, professional and scientific evolution.Many times research can find
answers to things that are unknown, filling gaps inknowledge and changing
the way we work. Research findings are usually published to create
awareness about the new knowledge in their field as well as to advance
knowledge andits applications. Genuine researchers would like to publish
their research findings inhigh quality journals and conferences so that they
can get feedback and inputs from thepeer research group for furthering the
quality of research. 



WRITING  SKILLS  AND  MEDIA

It is said that one has to have a flair for
writing, the desire to write, and to
express oneself. Whether one wants to
become a journalist, a fiction writer or
write just for self-satisfaction, the art
of writing comes with its own norms
and techniques. Today the world is in
the palm of every individual;
technology has thrown open an ocean
of opportunities. Media has expanded
so rapidly, it is a goldmine for the
creative mind. In this lecture we
explore the various platforms and
opportunities available for an aspiring
writer and journalist.

IFEES  GEDC  IUCEE  GLOBAL  WEBINAR:  THE  ROLE  OF

 LIBERAL  ARTS  STUDIES  RELATIVE  TO  STEM

One of the contemporary issues in Education,
in general, and Engineering Education, in
particular, is the role and importance of
Liberal Arts studies relative to STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
studies. At one extreme is the concern
whether liberal arts degrees are relatively
worthless. A question often asked is: What is
someone with a degree in English literature,
for example, going to do with it, besides
teach?
If STEM subjects can be understood as the “‘how’” question (i.e., how it
works), then the humanities must subsequently be perceived as the “‘why’”
question (i.e., why something works). Recently, the addition of Arts to STEM
to create STEAM is intended to incorporate creative thinking and applied arts
in real situations. “In other words, STEM and STEAM reflect real life. Critics
of the STEM model point out that much of it is designed to get students “good
jobs” without preparing them for jobs that do not exist yet. In sum, it may be
said that while STEM prepares students for Livelihood, STEAM prepares them
for Life; while STEM is about hard skills, STEAM is about, in addition, soft
skills



Session 1 Dr. Archana Mantri  - VC- Chitkara University : 
AICTE’s Examination Reform Policy will not only improve the quality of Technical
Education in general but also examine the effectiveness of earlier initiatives of AICTE
and also those on anvil. 
The objective of the workshop is to meet the need of Technical Institutions and
Universities in the country to adopt the Examination Reforms Policy. To facilitate
this, Model Questions Paper and question bank will be developed/shared through
AICTE by means of the present proposed workshop in association with Dr. Archana
Mantri, VC Chitkara University & her team.

The workshop is proposed to be of three days wherein the first two days exam
reforms policy will be briefed followed by submission of questions as per the extant
policy by the participants. It also educated to  prepare a Model Question Paper and
Question Bank through these workshops. 
Important discussions:
1. When and How the Assessments to be designed?
Session 2: Dr. Vijay Jadon, Professor, Chitkara University, Punjab
• Outcome based Education Framework
• Explained Outcome based Education Philosophy, Pillars of OBE, GA/PO for
Engineering 
Session 3 Dr. Rajnish Sharma, Dean and Professor, Chitkara University, Punjab
• Summary of Sessions 1 and 2
• Blooms levels – with examples and Polls
Session 4 Dr Shivani Malhotra, Chitkara University, Punjab
• Recap of previous sessions outcomes
• Holistic Rubric – Research paper/Technical Presentation
• Assessment Planning
• Assessment Task Template
• Sample Questions
Session 5 • Question Paper – Assignment-2 reviewing

AICTE  EXAM  REFORMS



IMPORTANCE  OF  SECURITY  DURING  CLOUD  MIGRATION" -

SAMGACCHADHWAM  SERIES  - 41

Many businesses are migrating to the cloud each day. Unfortunately, these
migrations do not always go smoothly. There’s an increased risk of data loss
during migration, as well as a risk of misconfiguration, both of which could
result in a data breach. Creating a consistent security posture across a
company's local and cloud-based resources is a challenge in itself. Migrating
infrastructures, applications or services to the cloud without expanding the
attack surface or increasing security overhead requires careful preparation.
This starts by understanding that any cloud-based deployment, whether
building out a new infrastructure or building a new application, requires
clear communication between lines of business, IT and security teams.
Successful cloud migration requires successfully migrating security to the
cloud, enabling organizations to deploy and manage a single, consistent
security framework that spans the entire multi-cloud infrastructure

Conceptions and Misconceptions of Hacking were discussed with
demonstrations.  Types of Hackers,  Why Cyber Security is essential and 
 Applications of Cyber security are discussed. Topics covered in .
Introduction to Script Kiddies are Compromising OS and Safeguarding it,
Attacking android OS and safeguarding it, Loopholes in Linux OS and
safeguarding it, Precautions and preventions and  Introduction to Kali Linux.
Network Security and Information Gathering are discussed in detail. 
Other topics discussed are Antivirus,  Firewall,  Honeypot, Intrusion
Detection system and  Intrusion protection system. In Metasploit, What are
vulnerabilities, What are exploits and payloads and  How to code a script are
discussed. Students were Introduced to Cyber-crime and Cyber forensics.
Topics covered in this are Digital Investigating, 65b certification and 
 Incidence response. At last Career aspects in cyber security are focused. 

WORKSHOP  ON  “ETHICAL  HACKING  & CYBER  SECURITY”



CLOUD  AND  KUBERNETES



then let them do the work. Robotic Process Automation software bots can
interact with any application or system the same way people do—except that
RPA bots can operate around the clock, nonstop, much faster and with 100%
reliability and precision.
What can RPA do for me?
Robotic process Automation bots have the same digital skillset as people—
and then some. Think of RPA bots as a Digital Workforce that can interact
with any system or application. For example, bots are able to copy-paste,
scrape web data, make calculations, open and move files, parse emails, log
into programs, connect to APIs, and extract unstructured data. And because
bots can adapt to any interface or workflow, there’s no need to change
business systems, applications, or existing processes in order to automate.
RPA bots are easy to set up, use, and share. If you know how to record video
on your phone, you’ll be able to configure RPA bots. It’s as intuitive as
hitting record, play, and stop buttons and using drag-and-drop to move files
around at work. RPA bots can be scheduled, cloned, customized, and shared
to execute business processes throughout the organization.

ALUMNI  TALK- REMINISCE  JOURNEY  STRUGGLE 

AND  SUCCESS

What is Robotic Process Automation (RPA)?
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is
software technology that’s easy for anyone
to use to automate digital tasks.
 
With RPA, software users create software
robots, or “bots”, that can learn, mimic, and
then execute rules-based business
processes. RPA automation enables users to
create bots by observing human digital
actions. Show your bots what to do, 



ONLINE  PROGRAMMING  QUIZ  - IIT  KANPUR

First Phase: An Online Programming Quiz
Contest on C & C++*. 
The scores of the same shall be shared with
the student and college .

The Winners of the quiz will be eligible to
compete in a *National level Hackathon
SMART HACKS - 2021* which will be
organized at IIT Kanpur in the month of
March 2022.

*Second Phase: Final phase will be Mega
Finale at IIT Kanpur.*

IIT Kanpur shall host all such winners from the best of the institution across
the country, who will then compete amongst themselves for a 1.25 lac prize
money under various heads.
 During the finals apart from the SMART HACKS – 2021-22 competition, the
student will be interacting with faculty mentors along with some leading
Industry professionals and startups exposing them to a new world around
them. 

AICTE  - ENRICHING  ENGINEERING  EDUCATION

•Sessions covering real life examples
• Glider making workshop
•Team based design thinking exercises
•Workshop practice—product realization

• Apply for summer project
• Apply for internship
• Participate in hackathons
Introduction of credit courses
• Design thinking
• Technology & arts
•Design, technology and innovations

Students about Engineering Knowledge
Introduction to Engineering can be started
with activities

Post first year
The following can be implemented



TWO  DAYS  WORKSHOP  ON  WEB  APPLICATION 

PENTESTING

web application pen testing which includes
architecture of web applications, overview of
RFC 2616 , HTTP request and response,
Authorisation testing, SSl configuration testing,
Brute force Web application

EXPERT  LECTURE  ON  OPTIMIZATION  IN  CODE

 GENERATION

In the SessionDr. Nandini Prasad K Shas
enlightened the students on various aspects of
Code optimization techniques. She gave the
introductory code generation and goes in depth
about the knowledge and limitations of code
optimation. Also she motivated the students
towards the learning of Code optimization  in
the modern era aspects.



INAUGURAL  OF  ISTE  FACULTY  AND  STUDENT  CHAPTER

Atria Institute of Technology has
inaugurated the ISTE Institutional
membership, Faculty chapter and
Student Chapter on Jul 31, 2021.
Newly inducted ISTE Faculty and
Student members, the awardees
and the Principal, College Trustee
Shri. Nagaraju, Technical Director
Mr. Kaushik Raju and Mr.
ShaheemRahiman, CEO Atria
Groups were present at the
Inaugural ceremony along with
Chief Guest Dr.PratapSinhKakaso
Desai, Guest of Honours – Dr.
Suresh DS &Dr.Sangappa

 He also spoke on the need for the use of technology by teachers as
technology is progressing at a faster rate in today’s world. He addressed the
teachers on continuous learning process – learn – unlearn – relearn as the
key for a successful profession. In his discourse he gave valuable insights on
how world renowned companies fell apart as they could not match up with
the fast changing trends in technology.Prof. Desai released the ISTE
membership certificate to the College.

At the Inauguration of the event the
college AV was played which
showcased the development and
growth of Atria Institute of technology
followed by lighting of the lamp
alongside with invocation song by Ms.
Navya Hegde.
Dr.T N Sreenivasa, Principal of Atria
Institute of Technology welcomed the
gathering and introduced the chief
guest and Guest of Honoursto the
audience. Dignitaries felicitated the
chief guest and guest of honours.The
chief guest Dr.Pratapsinh Desai in his
inaugural address presented an
overview of ISTE organization and the
various activities that can be held
under ISTE faculty chapter. 



The Guest of Honour Dr.Suresh,
Chairman Indian Society For Technical
Education(ISTE), Karnataka
SectionPrincipal &
DirectorChannabasaveshwara Institute
of Technology,Gubbi, Tumakuru started
his address by quoting Dr. A.P.J Abdul
kalam’s Vision and mission for a
successful journey to accomplish the
desired results in future. He kept the
audience a line by taking about the
personal experience he had while
inaugurating such chapters in various
other colleges. He also motivated to keep
conducting several workshop and
student activities through the ISTE
chapter.He also released the Faculty
Chapter of the college.

The second Guest of Honour was
Dr.Sangappa S B, National Executive
Council Member, Indian Society for
Technical Education (ISTE), New Delhi.
He stated the benefits as a member can
join an academic Fraternity of over
1,24,000 strong professional network.
Preference to attend short-term
training programme for the academic
excellence and to become eligible for
career advancement opportunities.
Getting monthly e-copy of ISTE
Newsletter by email Quarterly Indian
journal of Technical Education. Many
more publications for Self-
Development,Institution
Development,etc. Eligible to Organize
and participate in Chapter
level,Section level and National Level
Conferences,Workshops and other
activities of your academic interest
etc.He also released the Student
Chapter of the college.



The chief guest and guest of honour were also part of the felicitation done in
the college to honour the best outgoing from each department, the Rank

Holder and the Best Department Award.
  

NEWSPAPER  CLIPPINGS  OF  INAUGURATION  OF  ISTE

FACULTY  & STUDENT  CHAPTER  IN 

ATRIA  INSTITUTE  OF  TECHNOLOGY 



started with a formal introduction to Artificial Intelligence and related
fields. He then
moved on to Neural networks and deep learning. The session was well
attended and
Informative
Key Highlights of Workshop
The session provided every participant to explore the field of AI. The key
concepts
covered in the online session are as follows
● Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning
● Visual Analytics
● Identity Analytics
● Speech Analytics
● Neural Networks
● Deep Learning
● Sentiment Analysis

HANDS  - ON  WORKSHOP  ON  ARM  7  MICROCONTROLLER

& LPC  2148

Following topics were discussed in the theory
session
● ARM 7: Introduction & architecture
● ARM 7: Interrupts, exceptions 
●  LPC2148 GPIO 
●  PINSEL Register
o 2.1 PINSEL0
o 2.2 PINSEL1
●  I/O PORT
●  Registers for GPIO

AI  WORKSHOP  - AMRITA  VISHWA  VIDYAPEETHAM



Session 1(day-1) Data communication Network Basics – Concept of network
communication, Information transfer process, Concept of DCN, Wireless
devices, LAN, MAN, WAN, Network topologies, Application, implementation
data, TCP connection setup-3 way handshake, TCP shutdown – 4 way
handshake, TCP/IP protocol layers and working, VRP overview
Session 2 (day-2)
Background- Inter Subnet Communication, Routers, How to obtain routing
information, Metric- Comparison process, Route recursion, Dynamic routing,
Background of DR and BDR, Types of OSPF Routers
Session 3(day-3)
Collision and Broadcast domain problems, VLAN Principles and
Configuration, Practice on VLAN
Session 3(day-4)
WLAN overview,Data Forwarding, Basic WLAN Configuration commands,
Example of configuring, WiFi-6 v/s WiFi-5
Session 3 (day-5)
WAN technologies, Application of early WAN Technologies, PPP introduction,
State Machine of the PPP Link interface, LCP Packet format, LCp Negotiation
Process, NCP negotiation, MPLS Forwarding Problem, IPV6 Basics, Two Mock
tests of 90 minutes each.

5  DAYS  TTT  ON  HUAWEI  AI  TECHNOLOGIES

This 5-day, on-line workshop provided by Huawei is intended to :
● Understand basic concepts of AI
● Understand AI technologies and their development history
● Understand the application technologies and application fields of AI
● Know Huawei’s AI development strategy
● Know the development trends of AI 

5  DAYS  TTT  ON  HUAWEI  DATACOM  TECHNOLOGIES



EFFECTIVE  GRANTS  WRITING 

This webinar is about How to write the
proposal for the Grant from various
organization. The expert addressed about
the various funding agencies, the points to
be noted when writing the proposal. Also
the expert advised the various research
areas where the funds will be allotted
easily. What are the key do’s and don’ts
the research must follow while writing the
proposal. He also addressed the review
process of the research grant proposal.At
last he answered various queries of the
audience

PLACEMENT  TRAINING  BRIEFING  SESSION

 FOR  2021-22  BATCH

The session was on about placement
training program which will be
provide in the college from 16thAug .
Dr Anath TPO gave a brief about :
• About the placement training
program 
• About venture capital from whom the
training will be conducted
• About which all the mass recruitment
company would be coming.
• About different round in the company 
• How they have to present themselves
communication,body language &
dressing sense.

100+ students had attended the meet
and took the valuable information and
agreed to take-up placement training
course.  



WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHY  DAY 

Event1: Lookback Memories
              We all have a bunch of folders filled
with crazy photos of beautiful memories in
Atria that we never dare to show to others.
Don't be so harsh on your memories. That is
why this competition to make a collage of
pictures with ur Besties 

Event2: Clemotion
              Click an emotion with unspoken language - Photography
Event3: Self Portrait Image
              We(Photographers) spend all year photographing other people. So
why not photograph ourselves for a change? So, this is the event …..Take a
photo of yourself in a beautiful way but not a selfie

SELF PORTRAIT

First Prize
Sudipta Haldar

Dept of CSE 

Runner up
Dr Arun Balodi

HoD of ECE

LOOK BACK MEMORY CLEMOTION

First Prize
Anirudh GS
Dept of CSE

Runner up
 Rahul Singh
Dept of CSE

First Prize
Anirudh GS
Dept of CSE

Runner up
Shreyas MN
Dept of CSE



WEBINAR  ON  CAREER  IN  LUXURY  

Mr.Adil Sabir Azeez is a alumni from computer
science and engineering for batch 2017-2021
,He has completed his schooling and PU from
Bishop cotton boys school.Adil have made an
exemplary achievement by bagging offers in
Capgemini, TCS, NTT Data, Infosys, Accenture.
He has done various courses from coursera
like programming for everybody, python data
structure, Responsive web design. He has
completed the internship from hed-x .

MINI  PROJECT  EXHIBITION_MES

TCS_JOB  OPPORTUNITIES

The Session began by Mr. Viswanath P
Sudarshan, speaker for the webinar gave a
brief knowledge about linear system,
Different noise models, statistical model,
machine learning key concepts.
Mr.Pavan kumaranother speaker of the
webinar gave a brief knowledge about the
different application area of ML like
neurobiology, physics, signal processing,
control robots etc…He gave a brief idea
about what are the steps to be followed to
come up with a solution for given problem
using ML.



BITES  - RVCE  EXPERT  LECTURE  SERIES

As India aspires to be self-reliant, the
higher education sector needs to re-orient
itself to support the nation. IT Education
in particular has the potential and
promise to be a catalyst in this regard.
This calls for reimaging the IT Education
to all things digital and social to expand
the scope of education to adjacent sectors
and initiate/grow new domains such as
Digital Humanities. Further, we need to
evolve our educational systems in line
with Revised Bloom's Taxonomy with a
strong focus on imparting students with
the ability to create new products and
platforms.  The educational institutions
also should collectively strategize so that
there is differentiation as well as synergy.
Thankfully New Educational Policy (NEP)
has already laid the landscape for change.
Now, we need to lay out a way forward for
the sector to take India to global
leadership with strong local impact at
societal and national level

BITES  - DGL  SERIES  

In the whole of the academic curriculum,
the teacher plays an important role. Even
though there is material to read and
accessible to almost everyone, teachers are
required to facilitate the learning. In India,
the number of educational institutions
(and hence the number of students) have
increased hundred fold from Independence
till date. But, the quality of the students
coming out of the institutions are subject
to different opinions. While comparing
with the institutions and the students
abroad, except those from IITs and very
few reputed institutions, Indian students
are yet to meet the expected standards. 



BITES  - DGL  SERIES
Students or working professionals who
have earned or are in the process of
earning a Bachelor's degree in
engineering, computer science,
mathematics, or a hard science (such as
physics, biology, or chemistry) are
welcome to attend to learn more about
applying to graduate programs. Some
interdisciplinary programs also accept
UG degrees in non engineering fields.
The session will include information on
the following topics:
- Master's & PhD programs in engineering
- How to Apply
- Scholarships and funding
- Student life at USC and in Los Angeles

REVIEW  OF  SAR  WITH  EXTERNAL  EXPERT

PROF.  RAMAKANTH

The National Board of Accreditation (NBA), India was initially established by
the AICTE (All India Council of Technical Education) under section 10(u) of
AICTE Act, in the year 1994, in order to assess the qualitative competence of
the programs offered by educational institution from diploma level to post-
graduate level in engineering and technology, management, pharmacy,
architecture and related disciplines, which are approved by AICTE.
NBA came into existence as an independent autonomous body with effect from
7th January 2010 with the objectives of assurance of quality and relevance to
technical education, especially of the programs in professional and technical
disciplines, i.e., Engineering and Technology, Management, Architecture,
Pharmacy and Hotel Management and Catering Technology, through the
mechanism of accreditation of programs offered by technical institutions. The
Memorandum of Association and Rules of NBA were amended in April 2013, to
make it completely independent of AICTE, administratively as well as
financially. The NBA conducts evaluation of programs of technical institutes
on the basis of laid down norms. This may include, but not limited to
institutional missions and objectives, organization and governance,
infrastructure facilities, quality of teaching and learning, curriculum design
and review, support services (library, laboratory, instrumentation, computer
facilities, etc.) and any other aspect as decided by the General Council and / or
Executive Committee of NBA, which will help the graduates produced by the
institutions as per industry requirements.



Atria Institute of Technology believes that physical education an integral part
of total education system. It benefits in the accomplishment of the aim of
education, that is the attainment of Holistic development.  Games and sports
play a vital role in the college life.
keeping this in mind college organised two days “Sports meet 2021” for the 
 faculties and students in the campus on3rd and  4th September 2021
The event started with the inaugural function which was presided over by Mr
Anup D’ Costa Indian Volley Ball player, the CEO Mr. Shaheem Rahman, the
principal Dr. T S Srinivasa and the physical instructor of the college Mr.
Avinash. The event started by seeking the blessings of almighty followed by
The Lightning of the lamp. All the events of the sports day where declared
open by the release of balloons flight in the air.
The feast to the eyes was the walk fast from all departments who were colour
coordinated amongst each department.

SPORTS  DAY  2021 

The function proceeded by the principal introducing the chief guest and
felicitating him followed by this was a short speech by the Chief Guest
trailing which the CEO and principal who Expressed their thoughts and
encouraged all to take part in various sports events.
The vote of thanks was preceded by Dr Aishwarya HOD department of
Computer Science and Engineering. All the teaching and non-teaching staff
took a break from the daily routine tasks and actively participated in cricket,
volleyball, table tennis, chess and carom.





ORIENTATION  PROGRAM  FOR  SALESFORCE  CATALYST

The main objective of this Salesforce Catalyst is
to uplift the skill of the individuals so that every
candidate will get opportunity to get placed.
This is the initiative by NASSCOM.
This course is a 53 hours course and the
program will get the participation certificate at
the end of the course. In the orientation session
the experts guided the students to do the
registration by live demo. More than 70
students participated in the orientation
program.

QUALITY TECHNICAL PAPER PUBLICATION & IPR

Some of the highlights of the session:
 How to writes quality paper
 Emphasize on Research and patents 
 how to present paper and how to do analysis 
 While writing quality paper what are the things

need to consider. How to incorporate good contents
in a paper

 Finding Journal for Publishing article, Publish in
peer review journal

 Research introduction, structure of research
paper, what we have to present in a research paper
and the significance of literature review,
plagiarism, rejection factors of research work


